Introducing an energy-efficient 15-inch multi-format monitor suited for a wide variety of studio applications. The DT-E15L4 features the popular HDMI and HD-SDI interfaces as well as a number of status alert functions including audio level meter and IMD.

HIGHLIGHTS

- The popular interfaces – HDMI and HD-SDI
  HD-SDI input and output, as well as HDMI connectors, are included as standard, making the DT-E15L4 suitable for a variety of professional applications, including post-production and broadcasting.

- HD resolution LCD panel with LED backlighting
  The DT-E15L4 features a 1366 x 768 pixel HD resolution fast TN LCD panel with LED backlighting. Compared to CCFL backlit monitors, LED backlit LCD monitors are more energy efficient, radiate little heat, and best of all, are free of mercury. The panel is compatible with ITU-709 color gamut and offers high-speed response with low latency of less than one frame*1.

*1 In field mode.

- 16-channel embedded audio level meter
  A convenient 16-channel audio level meter with multiple indications such as peak, and graduation levels, provides at-a-glance recognition of audio signal status.

- IMD (in-monitor display) function
  Based on TSL’s UMD protocol version 4.0, the built-in IMD (in-monitor display) function keeps track of the monitor’s condition, displaying the monitor identifier as text (e.g., input source equipment, input signal format, etc.) along with tally lamps to show the status.

- Easy access front panel controls
  The monitor can be controlled directly from buttons and rotary controls located on the front panel. For convenience, users can assign functions to the F1 and F2 buttons.
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